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Abstract
Emergency medicine is a rapidly evolving discipline, encompassing almost all other branches of medicine. This broad spectrum encourages physicians to
improve themselves in a specific area because emergency departments are no longer the place where just first treatment is administered, but also where
treatment is maintained. This paper aims to identify the needs and barriers of the advanced training or subspecialization in emergency medicine in Turkey
using other countries as examples.
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Introduction
Emergency medicine (EM) was recognized in 1993 in Turkey and has
since evolved as a specialty at an increasing rate (1). The duration of
training is four years similarly to other countries, and a certificate of
completion of training is issued after compulsory service by the Ministry of Health. Accreditation for all specialties and advanced trainings (subspecialties) is approved by the Board of Medical Specialties
in Turkey.
Subspecialization, which first emerged in internal medicine and
general surgery, originated in the 1960s in Turkey (2). These subspecialties, with time, have become today’s specialties (such as plastic
and cardiovascular surgery). Also, these branches now have their
sub-branches (child subspecialties). Although EM is similar to these
main branches in terms of broad scope, there is no future plan regarding advanced training or subspecialization in EM in Turkey (3).
Why do we need subspecialization?
Firstly, there are various areas closely related to EM such as prehospital EM, disaster medicine, and medical toxicology, but these

areas specifically are not affiliated with any discipline. Prehospital
EM is provided by general practitioners in Turkey. Disaster situations are coordinated by the Health Disaster Coordination Center,
which is an organization of the Ministry of Health and is not an
academic institution. Although toxicology is maintained by pharmacologists, it is not enough for clinical practice. There is an ongoing debate regarding critical care and pediatric EM. There are only
a few countries (including Turkey) with intensive care units (ICUs)
in the emergency departments (EDs) (4). Many academic and
non-academic EDs have level one to level three ICUs. Although
critical care is provided by emergency physicians (EPs) in these
special areas, there is no opportunity for advanced training in this
discipline for EPs (5). Also, pediatric EM is a subspecialization only
for pediatricians, but EPs treat nearly half of children with medical
problems and more than half of the children with trauma presentations in many EDs (6). As a result, sufficient medical education,
public health, and patient care quality are not achieved because
of all of these shortcomings.
Secondly, emergency residents and attending physicians need to improve in their areas of interest. However, they cannot enhance their
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Table 1. The subspecialties and dual certifications of EM in countries that have advanced trainings
United States (13, 16)

Canada (18, 19)

United Kingdom (21)

Saudi Arabia (22)

Addiction Medicine

+			

Administrative/ Quality improvement

+			

Aerospace medicine

+			

Cardiovascular EM

+			

Critical care

+

Disaster medicine

+			

Education

+

+		

Family medicine/Anesthesiology/
Internal medicine/Pediatrics

a

b		

Forensic EM

+			

Geriatric EM

+			

Health Policy

+			

Hyperbaric & Undersea medicine

+			

Informatics

+			

Injury control

+			

International EM

+

Neurovascular & Stroke medicine

+			

Observation medicine

+			

Occupational & Environmental Health

+			

Palliative care

+			

Pediatric EM

+

Population health & Social EM

+			

Prehospital EM

+

+

Research

+

+		

Resuscitation

+

+		

Simulation

+

+		

Sports medicine

+			

Surgical critical care/Trauma

+

Tactical medicine

+			

Telemedicine

+			

Toxicology

+

+		

Ultrasound

+

+		

Wilderness medicine

+			

Women’s health

+			

+

a

+

+		

+

+

+

+

+		

Dual trainings available in EM

a

Family Physicians with additional competency in EM are trained by the College of Family Physicians of Canada program

b

EM: emergency medicine

trainings due to the aforementioned limitations and work intensity.
This has led to job dissatisfaction. In addition, medical students are
reluctant to become an EP, and nearly half of the quota of EM remains
unfilled because EM is not preferred by medical students due to academic and job-related concerns (7, 8).

Finally, there are two associations in Turkey, namely Emergency
Physicians Association of Turkey and Emergency Medicine Association of Turkey, and both associations have more than 10 different
working groups. Each group has various EPs who are interested in
the area, and they organize several trainings. These groups and ed-
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ucated EPs are increasing in Turkey, although they are not officially
accredited.
What are the barriers and limitations?
Presently (in 2017), the number of EPs in Turkey includes 953 residents, 1445 attendings, and 250 academic staff, and there are 95 academic EDs (9). In addition, general practitioners work in other EDs.
The number of EPs is still not sufficient for standard patient care, and
more educated EPs are needed in the public sector. However, the desired number of EPs cannot be trained because one-third of the EM
residents resign during the training process due to stress factors and
concerns about their futures (10).
There is still a lack of standardization in the medical education of emergency resident training. Some academic EDs have enough trainers or
materials, while others do not (11). New academic EDs have been established, but they do not have enough trainers or policies for education and
quality health service. Residents’ education remains incomplete during
the training process; therefore, they apply for postgraduate education
and courses individually. If there is advanced training such as subspecialization in EM in future, it should be started at certain academic faculties
with enough trainers, opportunities, and international connections.
Global examples
Many countries have recognized subspecialties in EM at different
times and in different areas. Some are very old and others are new.
The US is the first example of this evolution. EM, established in 1970s,
introduced the first accredited subspecialty as a pediatric EM in 1991.
Thereafter, sports medicine and medical toxicology were recognized
in 1992 (12). Presently, there are 34 fellowship programs, nine of
which are accredited by the American Board of Emergency Medicine
(ABEM) in the US (Table 1) (13, 14). Most recently, there are available
options for the recognition of clinical ultrasonography, either as a
subspecialty or a designation of focused practice (15). Dual accreditation is also another option for EPs. One can complete the training in
both specialties as EM/anesthesiology, internal medicine, pediatrics,
or family medicine (Table 1) (16). All of these advanced trainings take
one or two additional years, nevertheless only 4.3% of ABEM physicians have a subspecialty certificate (17).
Canadian EPs have opportunities to choose various advanced trainings. Pediatric EM and intensive care are accredited fellowship programs by the Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons of Canada.
Also, there are unaccredited fellowships and degree programs (Table 1) (18). One or two years of training are usually spent to attain
advanced education during or after residency trainings, and these
programs exist in many academic EDs (19).
In the UK, there are two subspecialties-pediatric EM was recognized
in 2001 by the General Medical Council and prehospital EM was recognized in 2011 (12, 20). Only 65% of the pediatric EM positions are
chosen by EPs in the UK. One additional year of dedicated full-time
training is required for both certifications. Also, EPs can acquire a dual
certificate of completion of training in both EM and intensive care
medicine (Table 1) (21).
In Saudi Arabia, after 4 EPs graduated in 2004, EM has evolved rapidly. There are two accredited fellowship programs by the Saudi Com-
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mission for Health Specialties-pediatric EM and critical care (Table 1).
Both trainings take two additional years to attain a subspecialty (22).
Also, there are future plans regarding five other fellowships-medical
toxicology, prehospital EM/disaster medicine, undersea and hyperbaric medicine, emergency ultrasound, and sports medicine (23).

Conclusion
Subspecialization should be of high priority and absolutely considered for the development of EM. Turkey has witnessed wars and
earthquakes for many years due to geopolitical positions, and therefore disaster medicine and prehospital EM should be included in advance training in EM. Medical toxicology, pediatric EM, and critical
care should also be considered as a subspecialty in EM due to clinical need. Because EM has lower rates in terms of both career choice
and the number of working physicians in Turkey, we suggest that the
Government should make subspecialization in EM more attractive to
the medical students and motivate the residents in order to improve
education and health care quality.
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